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From Sick-outs to SLT Elections,
MORE is about Empowering educators.

UPDATED THE CAUCUS
POINTS OF UNITY
TO BETTER REFLECT
THE PRINCIPLES,
POLITICS,
AND VISION OF MORE.

Throughout the pandemic, we've led concrete actions to fight for
real safety in our schools, not just promises, and carried that forward
into an ongoing fight for health justice with our Community Allies.
As our Union Leadership continued a "Customer Service" mentality that couldn't possibly
meet the crises we faced, we self-organized within our districts to share information and
support each other.
And now that tragedy has clarified that "Back to Normal" will not be good enough, we are
working to build the bottom-up democratic union we ALL deserve by strengthening our
school chapters.

MORE played a monumental role in
organizing opposition to the unsafe
school reopening. We planned a
mass march and rally in August of
least 5,000 people, helping to center
teacher voices and shift safety
demands around the reopening.

It's all in the name.
We can't just defend the status quo that didn't work for so many students.
We need a Movement.
We can't just rely on union bureaucrats long departed from the classroom.
When we need a picket line, a HOTLINE won't do.
We can't let pundits and politicians tell us what our jobs are like.
We know our working conditions better than anyone,
and they are our students' learning conditions.

SUPPORTED NYC TEACHERS
OVER THE SUMMER OF 2020 TO
STAGE A SICK-OUT DURING THE
HEIGHT OF THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC.

Beginning to look at our
processes/decision
making/culture to make sure
MORE is as democractic,
welcoming, anti-racist, and
supportive of its members as it
can be.

Largest growth in
membership
historically*

*SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE INFO
ON GROWTH THIS YEAR

AS A CAUCUS, WE HAVE GROWN IMMENSELY OVER THE PAST YEAR.
From March 2020 to March 2021,
we grew by 750%

(each person represents 10 %)

CITY-WIDE EDUCATION JUSTICE WINS IN COALITION WITH OUR ALLIES
In April of 2021, public schools won $4.2 Billion in
Foundation Aid thanks to the work of our NYS Allies
UFT FINALLY PASSES A RESOLUTION STATING
BLACK LIVES MATTER
The Panel for Education Policy (PEP) votes to temporarily end the discriminatory
Gifted and Talented exam for the Spring DOE admission process
Families opt in to taking state-wide
tests was not the default this year!
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Began work to get 501c(5) status
Hired our first Social Work Intern

Created a fiscal subcommittee
to work on finances

Liaised with every
working group

Planned monthly
General Membership
meetings

Supported new initiatives from
members (ie: municipal broadband,
rallies, Tax the Rich)
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Creation of member commitments and
a member handbook

EM

Cultivated new
emergent leaders

STEERING

Reported on the state of
school reopenings

Created a “Caucus Restructuring” working group in
order to get members more involved in updating
the processes by which decisions are made

Trained members on building safety

Supported members filing a PESH complaint

Supported the engagement of functional chapter members
(i.e. social workers, school nurses, and paraprofessionals)

FULL
FUNDING

ANTI

Published the Health Justice Agenda in June '20

RACISM

Hosted weekly meetings w 60+ people to coordinate
mobilization against unsafe reopening from
July-September 2020
First entity to ask for COVID testing in the Bronx
Demanded that the gag be lifted on DOE employees
on major campuses who lost relatives to COVID spread
Health Justice Rally
with community
organizations at
Fordham Plaza on
September 18th,
2020

HEALTH
JUSTICE

Supported district
meetings to inform
teachers and parents
about ventilation and
transmission, and
dealbreakers to
reopen schools

Hosted Building Bridges panel on January 9th

Organized Day of Rest in honor of the start of the pandemic in March '21
Worked with
Helped to inform parents of their rights to safe reopening
Assembly Member Jose Rivera
by distributing fliers to thousands of parents in
and other advocates to call for the
different languages
modification of the Kingsbridge Armory
to be used as a COVID testing site

Called on the Public Advocate
and other public officials and
electeds to look into the issue of
discrediting a COVID test from
Montefiore hospital

Working Conditions

In the spring of 2021 we
continued to help members
organize to protest unsafe
conditions and the
numerous programming
problems that arose w/
reopening

We helped members strategize
about how to win improvements
in working conditions under
remote learning and how to
protest unsafe conditions in
In the fall we helped hundreds of
buildings that had reopened
We organized several
trainings on organizing for
MORE members

members file a collective grievance
to restore the Cumulative Absence
Reserve days that they lost if they
did not report to work during the
final school days of March 2020

MORE was quoted
by many NYC media
platforms and
outlets this year

MEDIA

MORE’s Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook served as
one of the main ways that many teachers received
information about school closures, changes in safety
protocols, and new policies, during a time when our
elected officials were not being transparent or clear.

MORE Instagram
has 8,500
followers

MORE Twitter
has 10,600
followers

We conducted 4 trainings
since December with a
total of 34 candidates for
Chapter Leader and
Delegate in attendance.

Chapter Leader &
Delegate Elections

We have been organizing
campaigns in the functional
chapters - paraprofessionals,
secretaries, social workers,
counselors, OT/PTs, etc.

We are excited that we
will be able to meet our
goal of 100 MORE
chapter leaders and
Delegates by the end of
the school year!

We continuously reached out
to incumbent chapter leaders
to make sure that they are
supported in their run for reelection, encouraging them
to sign up with MORE.

Holding Politicians Accountable
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NYS United Educators (NYSUE)*

Met regularly as educators from different regions of the state to learn from each other and mobilize together

Organized groups of educators and students to meet with state senators, assembly members and other elected officials
Directly following our meetings, several state senators signed on to The Millionaires Tax and the Invest in Our NY Act
With coalition partners, we led phonebanks, doorhanging and "friendbanking" events to support the Invest in Our NY
Act
Held multilingual educational events to educate the public about school funding
Held numerous “30 Minutes of Action" events and turnkeyed them to chapter-level actions
Built nysue.org as a resource and letter-writing tool for our campaigns

*NYS United Educators is an
action-oriented group of
educators from across the state
working together to fight for
equitable public school funding
and against school privatization.

MANHATTAN SCHOOL DISTRICT GROUPS
Districts 1 & 2 have kept our
WhatsApp alive all throughout the
pandemic, meeting with each other
virtually as well! We have made sure
to check in on each other, share
stories, vent, and support each other
in any way we can.

Our District 6 group has been meeting monthly
since the summer, checking in about each other’s
schools and experiences. We held a parent town
hall to talk about re-opening that had about 100
people in attendance! We did our best to help
parents in our district through the difficult decision
to send their kids back to school or not. We have
kept our WhatsApp group going through out the
entire pandemic - Getting updates from other
people in the neighborhood from teachers,
parents, and other community members. We also
created a Wakelet to share resources for D6
educators and parents.

BRONX SCHOOL DISTRICT GROUPS

In August, our District 11 & 12 group held a Bronx

boroughwide townhall for parents and community members
at large to discuss school reopening. Over 300+ parents

attended! We submitted testimony from Bronx educators to
NYC's City Council Committee on Education, including our
concerns around school reopening. We also held a protest

of unsafe school reopening outside of DOE's Bronx Borough

Office. Throughout the pandemic we have hosted town halls
with our own individual school communities. In addition, we
connect occasionally via Zoom as a district group. We are

excited to say that several of our members are running for
Delegate or Chapter Leader in this year's elections.

BROOKLYN SCHOOL DISTRICT GROUPS
District 15 organized a march and rally for safe
schools in September before the start of the year. We
organized the rally in about 48 hours, so many people
from all over the district came together to make it
happen. We marched from Carroll Gardens to Sunset
Park, gaining members along the way, and ended with
a rally in Sunset park. I was so overwhelmed by the
solidarity of the community and the members of our
district in making that event a success. Just our
organizing calls included 35-40 community members!

Before this year we never even had a District 15
organizing call (to my knowledge), meaning we
now have more of a base and awareness of
MORE throughout District 15. That may not
translate to people turning out monthly at this
time but when there is another big fight more
and more people have connections to MORE and
fellow teacher activists in the area

QUEENS SCHOOL DISTRICT GROUPS
During this past year, the District
24 & 30 community, joined the
Invest in Our New York
Movement - engaging in weekly
door hanging, flyering, phone
banking, and twitter blasts.

Districts 24 & 30 have been
meeting weekly over Zoom
since August. We have
worked hard to be a
supportive space for each
other during this hard year,

We made flyers in Spanish
and English about ventilation,
outlining what community
members should look for at
their school to ensure a safe
reopening.

As Districts 24 & 30, we took
daily actions for a week in the
fall at different schools in the
neighborhood - pickets, protests,
and lots of phone zaps.

We mapped out our
schools and did phone
banking to MORE
members in our
districts.

We are proud of
the work of our
members over
the past year.
Onward in
solidarity!
2021

